Immigration, An Alienating Government, A Shift in the Social Acceptance of LGBTQ, Awareness of
HIV/AIDS, and the Now-public Career of Prostitution — all provide a hotbed for LIVING OFF THE
EDGE, the new memoir from Tom Weise, portrayed in the critically-acclaimed feature documentary The
Good American, and co-founder of Rentboy.com
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“a compelling memoir, a story of
trauma, escape, self-discovery and
empowerment that documents the
realities of struggling to survive
with HIV in New York in the
1990s and 2000s .... well-written,
revealing and powerfully truthful”

SEAN STRUB

Founder of POZ Magazine

wholesale@wyattmackenzie.com

Tom Weise is well-known in NYC for his community work and initiatives—
helping over 20 charities, supporting children with HIV, co-founding a gay homeless youth shelter, and assisting undocumented asylum seekers—as well as his
adult industry status where Weise created Rentboy.com, an escort service which
helped support gay causes, assisted with health care, legal issues, finances, future
planning, and other serious life circumstances.
From growing up in postwar Germany, through a festering estrangement from
his own abusive family, to the comprehension and denial of an HIV diagnosis,
Weise led a double-life for fear that running the largest online gay escort site in
the world would conflict with his life of advocacy.
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Weise produced/hosted/sponsored more
than 250 events around the world—including Gay Pride festivals, Gay Games, gay
cruises, awards shows, concerts, and media
events.
He created “Hustlaball” parties—a
mega international circuit attracting gays
with 500+ performers each from the
world of porn, escorting, stripping,
dancing, and recording art —in NYC,
LA, San Francisco, Las Vegas, London,
and Berlin.

Tom Weise’s fascinating life story
was portrayed in the criticallyacclaimed feature documentary “The
Good American” which premiered
at the Berlin Film Festival.
Weise is a political scientist with
a degree from the Free University
of Berlin. He studied at the most
famous political institute in Europe,
the Otto-Suhr-Institute, where his
teachers included a former secretary
of state, a former attorney general,
and a former presidential candidate.
He lived in Berlin and Sydney,
Australia, in the early ’90s and from
1994-1995 worked as an intern for
The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour in
New York City.

